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SASSCO POS For Restaurant Crack+ X64 2022 [New]

SASSCO POS for Restaurant Crack Keygen is a solution that offers a reliable and advanced point of sale system, perfect for restaurants and fast-food businesses, allowing you to run your business with ease. • SASSCO POS for Restaurant is a reliable and advanced point of sale system, perfect for restaurants and fast food businesses. • SASSCO POS for Restaurant is an extremely easy-to-use, yet
comprehensive solution, offering you a great variety of tools. • Simple to use POS system for restaurants SASSCO POS for Restaurant is a modern, easily customizable POS system, designed to ease the daily operations in your restaurants and fast food outlets. Key Features: • SASSCO POS for Restaurant is a reliable and advanced point of sale system, perfect for restaurants and fast food businesses. •
SASSCO POS for Restaurant is an extremely easy-to-use, yet comprehensive solution, offering you a great variety of tools. • Simple to use POS system for restaurants The application allows you to create multiple usernames, which you can assign to your employees. They can login using their credentials and have their activity recorded in their account. • The main screen displays the table arrangement,
on different levels. You may simply click on a table and create an order, then send it to the kitchen screen. The software supports payment on the spot, as well as delayed, with cash, credit cards and vouchers. You may easily process a table, book a table for a future customer or manage a takeaway payment. • Detailed items database SASSCO POS for Restaurant allows you to create a detailed order, based
on the entries in the database. The daily offer is divided by food and drinks, allowing you to make separate types of orders or split the bills for several customers. The items are displayed in colored squares, based on their category and all you need to do is click on either of them, in order to add it to the order list. • You can undo the list or remove a particular item without affecting the rest of the items, then
view the total payment, automatically calculated for each change you make. Moreover, you can process the payment before, during or after sending the order. • Easy to use application SASSCO POS for Restaurant is easy to use, yet comprehensive, since it allows you to manage and control an entire aspect of your business: the direct contact with the customers. You can

SASSCO POS For Restaurant Crack Free License Key [Mac/Win]

SASSCO POS for Restaurant helps you organize the restaurant! For restaurateurs that want to take their business to the next level, it’s time for you to make your move! What is SASSCO POS for Restaurant? SASSCO POS for Restaurant is a powerful, reliable and user-friendly application designed for managing payments, restaurant reservations and monitoring orders. The application allows you to
process payments with any of the available payment instruments, such as cash, credit cards and vouchers. The system is designed for both take out and sit down restaurants. It is fully customizable and allows you to create accounts for all staff, as well as to manage their activity. You can organize the restaurant business by opening a table, making a reservation, calling the customer service or making a
payment. It provides a modern, user-friendly interface, which allows you to manage, monitor and analyze all the procedures, with ease. Key Features of SASSCO POS for Restaurant All the features of SASSCO POS for Restaurant are listed below. Billing, Reservation and Menu Options Create different accounts for your employees and manage their activity. Pay bills online, monitor your expenses and
decide what bills will be charged to your customer. The application allows you to process payment on the spot using different methods, such as cash, credit cards and vouchers. Processing a reservation is made easy, with the quick search option and a full contact information collection. You can customize the restaurant menu, choosing the number of items you wish to serve. You can also segment the menu
according to the type of customers that you wish to attract. Customization Personalize all the screens of SASSCO POS for Restaurant for every user. You can create different usernames and assign each of them to a particular user. You can even revoke login rights on the fly, if they are misused. You can also add your own images and logos to each page. For a better experience, choose from one of the
available themes. Use GPS coordinates to position the menu, and define the size of the window. Precise time tracking The Time and Timetable option allows you to manage the employee's daily work routine. Make sure they are available when they are scheduled to be, make time for lunch or prepare an invoice on time. An easy order management With its modern user-friendly interface, SASSCO POS for
Restaurant helps you organize your business. You can create 3a67dffeec
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• It is an ideal POS for a restaurant where you sell food • It supports both cash and credit card payments • It provides an easy way to manage customers orders SASSCO POS for Restaurant is a reliable application designed for helping you manage customer’s orders, payments and reservations for your restaurant business. Moreover, it works as a point of sale system, allowing you to easily process
payments with different instruments: cash, card, voucher. Simple to use POS system for restaurants With its modern-looking interface and clear commands, SASSCO POS for Restaurant is suitable for a large variety of businesses, including restaurants and takeouts. The application allows you to create several usernames, which you can assign to your employees. They can login using their credentials and
have their activity recorded in their account. The main screen displays the table arrangement, on different levels. You may simply click on a table and create an order, then send it to the kitchen screen. The software supports payment on the spot, as well as delayed, with cash, credit cards and vouchers. You may easily process a table, book a table for a future customer or manage a takeaway payment.
Detailed items database SASSCO POS for Restaurant allows you to create a detailed order, based on the entries in the database. The daily offer is divided by food and drinks, allowing you to make separate types of orders or split the bills for several customers. The items are displayed in colored squares, based on their category and all you need to do is click on either of them, in order to add it to the order
list. You can undo the list or remove a particular item without affecting the rest of the items, then view the total payment, automatically calculated for each change you make. Moreover, you can process the payment before, during or after sending the order. Easy to use application SASSCO POS for Restaurant is easy to use, yet comprehensive, since it allows you to manage and control an entire aspect of
your business: the direct contact with the customers. You can easily create an order from the menu selection tab. Shortcut buttons on this screen allow you to print the current bill, view the printer logs, open the till, pay expenses or generate till report. SASSCO POS for Restaurant Description: • It is an ideal POS for a restaurant where you sell food • It supports both cash and credit card payments • It
provides an easy way to manage customers orders

What's New In SASSCO POS For Restaurant?

Restaurant software such as SASSCO POS for Restaurant allows you to manage the process of ordering, paying and booking in your restaurant. The application allows you to control all aspects of the customer's experience, from the ordering of food or drinks to the actual payment, and has a number of modern features. It includes a menu database, which allows you to create different types of orders that
can be sent to the kitchen or displayed for the customers. To make the restaurant's service more personal and offer a quality experience to the customers, you may also use templates to create different menus, based on the type of restaurant. The application supports multiple users, which can log in using separate credentials. The records of each of them will be different, depending on their profile, like the
log in date and time. After a regular session has ended, all the changes will be written to the database, which will automatically update the summary screen. Additionally, SASSCO POS for Restaurant offers customers to send the order directly to the kitchen. They may choose to pay using cash, credit card or with a voucher. Moreover, the system allows you to easily track and process the payment details.
After the payment is made, you may print the receipt or the payment report, to create individual statistics for every customer. Positioning the application in a specific part of the screen lets you sort customers by type (employees, regular customers, absentee customers) and by the status of their orders (new order, customer's order, order overview). SASSCO POS for Restaurant Application Page: Restaurant
software such as SASSCO POS for Restaurant allows you to manage the process of ordering, paying and booking in your restaurant. The application allows you to control all aspects of the customer's experience, from the ordering of food or drinks to the actual payment, and has a number of modern features. It includes a menu database, which allows you to create different types of orders that can be sent to
the kitchen or displayed for the customers. To make the restaurant's service more personal and offer a quality experience to the customers, you may also use templates to create different menus, based on the type of restaurant. The application supports multiple users, which can log in using separate credentials. The records of each of them will be different, depending on their profile, like the log in date and
time. After a regular session has
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System Requirements:

1.4 GHz or faster processor 2 GB RAM Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7 or Windows Vista 1024×768 or higher screen resolution Storage Space for the game: 50 MB of free space for the game installation Available space for the game installation should be 10 GB or more Internet connection 64-bit OS. This game requires the Microsoft.NET Framework 4.5.2 or later version to run.
Microsoft.NET Framework 4.5.2 or later version can be
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